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"Make sure you pay your taxes," Richard Nixon remarked to journalist David Frost during one of
their famous interviews. "Otherwise you can get in a lot of trouble."1 Nixon had reason to know.
Three years earlier, he had been forced from o ce by his role in the Watergate break-in and its
subsequent coverup. But Nixon had tax troubles, too -- serious enough to prompt talk of
resignation even before Watergate doomed his presidency.
In the summer and fall of 1973, Nixon was engulfed by a controversy over his personal taxes. An
outsize charitable donation was the proximate cause, but the scandal expanded to include
numerous issues with the returns Nixon had led between 1968 and 1972. The returns were
private, of course, but a series of leaks, combined with informed speculation, gave critics plenty
of ammunition. Nixon, it seemed, had played fast and loose with the revenue laws, exploiting his
position to minimize taxes and avoid scrutiny from the IRS.
Nixon's tax scandal actually prompted one of his most famous public statements, generally
thought to refer to Watergate. "People have got to know whether or not their President is a
crook," he told reporters in November 1973. "Well, I am not a crook."2
This claim to innocence, which came at the end of a detailed discussion of Nixon's personal
nances, did little to quell the brewing tax scandal. Three weeks later, the president took a
further extraordinary step, releasing his personal tax returns and inviting the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation (JCIRT) to examine them.
That investigation, and the story of Nixon's tax troubles more generally, has been all but
forgotten in the decades since, eclipsed by the more lurid (and less technical) wrongdoing of the
Watergate break-in. But the saga of Nixon's tax returns merits attention. In conjunction with the
Watergate break-in, the tax scandal helped undermine faith in American political institutions,
including not just the presidency but the federal tax system, too. Conversely, it also underscored
the vital role of disinterested expertise in a highly politicized environment. Indeed, the JCIRT and
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its investigation of Nixon's tax returns provided a rare bright spot in the otherwise dispiriting
history of a president's political demise.
I. Nixon and His Taxes
Nixon's personal taxes rst came to public notice in 1952, when the 39-year-old senator was
running for vice president on Dwight Eisenhower's GOP ticket.3 At the time, Nixon was struggling
to answer questions about a campaign fund established by his backers. The fund was not illegal,
as Nixon was quick to point out, but it looked bad. "Secret Rich Men's Trust Fund Keeps Nixon in
Style Far Beyond His Salary," blared a typical headline.4
Nixon responded with the brilliant (and cringe-worthy) "Checkers" speech, named for a family pet
that Nixon assigned a starring role. The televised address o ered a capsule overview of Nixon's
personal nances, buttressed by maudlin claims to his Everyman status. "That's what we have,
and that's what we owe," he told viewers. "It isn't very much. But Pat and I have the satisfaction
that every dime that we've got is honestly ours."
The Checkers speech gained Nixon some breathing room, but it didn't silence his critics. The
speech had included a challenge to the Democratic ticket, with Nixon daring Illinois Gov. Adlai
Stevenson II and his running mate, Alabama Sen. John Sparkman, to make their own nancial
disclosures. "I would suggest that under the circumstances, both Mr. Sparkman and Mr.
Stevenson should come before the American people, as I have, and make a complete nancial
statement as to their nancial history," Nixon said. "And if they don't, it will be an admission that
they have something to hide."
Stevenson and Sparkman went Nixon one better, releasing not just a nancial accounting but 10
years of personal tax returns as well. The move prompted Eisenhower to release a summary of
his own taxes (although not the returns themselves). Nixon, however, refused to follow suit,
reviving questions about his nances, at least among Democrats.
Ultimately, the tax ap of 1952 proved short-lived -- and politically inert. But it marked the rst
time Nixon's private tax returns had become a public issue. It would not be the last.
II. Presidents and Their Papers
Nixon's taxes returned to the spotlight in 1973. This time, the proximate cause was not a
campaign fund but a pair of charitable donations the president made after winning his race for
the White House. These donations, which involved gifts of personal and o cial records to the
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National Archives, were unremarkable, at least initially. But questions about the timing and
valuation of these gifts soon created serious problems for both Nixon and the IRS.
Today, it can seem hard to believe that presidents were ever permitted to claim a deduction for
the gift of personal and o cial records to a government archive. But at the time, those gifts (and
the attendant tax treatment) were considered routine. "Since the time of George Washington,"
the JCIRT would later explain, "it has been customary for Presidents of the United States to treat
their papers as their own personal property." Congress had implicitly endorsed this view in the
Presidential Libraries Act, which facilitated the private donation of public papers by American
chief executives.5
Presidents had good reason to be generous. Before 1969, gifts to the government of o cial
papers quali ed as deductible charitable contributions. A sitting or former president could
deduct the full, appreciated market value of his donated papers against other forms of income,
including o cial salaries. The president, moreover, was not required at any point to treat the
value of the papers as taxable income.6
The failure to tax the papers' value as income, combined with the value of the deduction, created
an enormous incentive for presidents to make a gift of their papers to some public or nonpro t
archive.7 And, as The Washington Post reported, several postwar presidents had availed
themselves of the opportunity. "Presidents Eisenhower and Johnson and, in 1968, President-elect
Nixon, had already saved hundreds of dollars in taxes by periodically giving their public papers to
the country," the Post reported as the Nixon tax scandal was breaking.8
Not everyone approved of the generous tax treatment given to presidential donors. Critics
insisted that those materials were actually public property to begin with. "One of the things that
bothers me about getting special tax bene ts through the gift of o cial papers is that the parties
doing this are making a pro t from the 'charitable' giving of what are really o cial papers,"
complained Delaware Sen. John Williams on the Senate oor. "They were developed by
government o cials on government time with the aid of government sta personnel, were typed
by government secretaries on government paper, and were even stored in government les."9
Swayed by such arguments, Congress had begun developing legislation in 1969 to limit the value
of o cial paper donations. Attorneys for both Nixon and his predecessor, Lyndon Johnson, urged
lawmakers to leave the window open just a bit longer. Nixon and Johnson even discussed the
pending legislation directly with one another.10 Ultimately, however, the Tax Reform Act of 1969
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nearly eliminated the deduction, specifying that donations made after July 25, 1969, would be
limited to the cost of the paper on which the documents were produced.11
As Congress moved toward limiting the deduction, Johnson chose not to make a gift before the
deadline. Nixon, however, did rush one through. According to "a high White House o cial"
speaking with The Washington Post, the president had donated 1,176 boxes of papers on March
27, 1969. He later claimed a deduction of "somewhat over $500,000" on his 1969 tax return.12
The gift raised eyebrows. It came to light, initially, as part of a civil damage suit stemming from
the Watergate break-in, Democratic National Committee v. McCord. The deposition taken in that
case included reference to Nixon's gift of his papers in 1969.13 Reporter Nick Kotz followed up
with the National Archives and began to lay out the details in a series of articles for The
Washington Post.
In articles published on June 10 and 12, 1973, Kotz raised questions about the timing of the
donation, as well as the deed of gift used to transfer the papers.14 Lack of access to the
president's returns necessarily limited the investigation, but Kotz and other reporters were able
to establish many of the details surrounding the donation and resulting deduction. On June 16,
1973, the Post published an interview with Nixon's personal tax attorney, Frank DeMarco Jr.,
which con rmed many of the key facts, including the valuation of the collection at more than
$500,000.
Even lacking access to the president's actual tax returns, reporters could do the math: Based on
the value of the reported donation, the president seemed likely to have saved at least $250,000
over several years (and perhaps more than $350,000, depending on his total income).
III. Seeking an Independent Auditor
In July 1973 Tax Analysts and Advocates, a public interest law rm, published an article in Tax
Notes concluding that Nixon's deduction was unjusti ed. The organization urged the IRS to
consider appointing an outside auditor. "It is obvious that Internal Revenue Service agents and
their superiors throughout the Internal Revenue Service would be extremely reluctant to audit
the tax returns of the President of the United States as if he were an ordinary taxpayer," wrote Ira
Tannenbaum, a Tax Analysts employee. "Or even if the IRS were willing to conduct such an audit,
in view of the fact that the IRS Commissioner is responsible to the President, the results of such
an IRS audit would be questioned as to whether they were reached in the proper disinterested
manner."15
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In a letter to IRS Commissioner Donald C. Alexander, Tax Analysts' executive director, Thomas F.
Field, echoed Tannenbaum's call for an outside auditor. "The complete facts regarding the
President's 1969 transfer of papers are not in the public domain," Field acknowledged. "But, if the
same facts were known in connection with an ordinary citizen as are now on the public record in
connection with the President's 1969 transfer of papers, an audit would almost certainly be
undertaken by the Internal Revenue Service."16
Field's point -- including his reference to "an ordinary citizen" -- would later guide IRS decisionmaking in the Nixon a air.
Conceivably, the IRS might have been able to identify errors on the Nixon returns without help
from an outside auditor. But the agency's failure to date didn't bode well. "Anyone interested in
maintaining public con dence in the fairness of the tax system must necessarily be concerned
about the possibility that nothing will be done to audit those of the President's tax returns that
are still open under the statute of limitations," Field said.17
Both Field and Tannenbaum emphasized that the stakes were much higher than any money
Nixon might have saved on his own tax bill. "The value in subjecting the President's tax returns to
such an audit obviously is not in merely attacking in an additional manner a man a number of
whose actions currently are subject to criticism and investigation," Tannenbaum wrote. "Rather,
there is an important need to make clear to the American public that income taxes of Americans
in positions of power and high visibility are being assessed correctly, and that the tax laws are
being applied fairly to them."18
Indeed, the entire viability of the modern tax system hinged on perceptions of fairness and
shared responsibility, Tannenbaum concluded: "American taxpayers are willing to pay their fair
share under our self-assessment tax system only if they believe other more visible taxpayers are
also paying their legal share."19
The White House was not receptive to Tax Analysts' suggestion. "The matter has been previously
raised and considered," a spokesperson said of the controversy surrounding the papers
donation. "The allegations are unfounded. The suggested procedure would be inappropriate."20
In August the White House went further, releasing an opinion letter from Nixon's tax attorney
stating that the deduction was valid.21
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The IRS was slower to respond but ultimately agreed with the White House, concluding that the
IRS lacked authority to appoint an outside auditor.22 James Byrne, a spokesman for Tax Analysts,
insisted that the agency was wrong. But in the spirit of compromise, he o ered an alternative
that would prove in uential: The IRS could ask the JCIRT and its sta to conduct the examination,
since the committee already had access to the returns.23
IV. The Leak
For months, the debate over Nixon's taxes remained an issue for experts (and tedium-tolerant
readers of The Washington Post, which did its best to establish the facts of the donation without
having access to Nixon's actual returns). But in early October, everything changed when someone
at the IRS service center in Martinsburg, West Virginia, leaked key information about Nixon's
returns.24
On October 4, the Providence Journal-Bulletin published an article asserting that Nixon and his wife
had paid only $792.81 in federal income taxes for 1970 and $878.03 in 1971, despite having a
joint income of more than $200,000 in each year. The revelation, which the White House
eventually con rmed, gave a stark populist cast to the presidential tax debate. The New York Times
observed that Nixon's payments were "about the same tax as would have been paid by a family
of three with an income between $7,500 and $7,550 in 1970 and a family of three with an income
between $8,450 and $8,500 in 1971."25
The leaked gures were hardly surprising; journalists had been suggesting for months that
Nixon's charitable deduction for his papers donation had probably wiped out his entire tax
liability for 1970 and possibly 1971.26 Nixon's nominal payments proved those guesses to be o
the mark -- but only barely.
The Providence paper acknowledged that its reporters had not seen the president's actual
returns, which were stored (along with the returns of every other president dating back to
Woodrow Wilson) in a safe located just outside the IRS commissioner's o ce.27 Information from
the returns would have been stored in the agency's computer systems, accessible in various
locations. But as The New York Times observed, "any Internal Revenue employee who disclosed
the information would be violating the law and subject to a jail sentence of one year and a ne of
$1,000."28
Reports on the Nixon tax payments often noted that the president had been audited by the IRS
for both years in question. That information came from the president himself, who apparently
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hoped it would bolster his claim to being a law-abiding taxpayer. In a September 5, 1973, news
conference, Nixon said the "full eld review" of his returns had been comprehensive, but had
speci cally considered some real estate transactions connected with his estate in San Clemente,
California. Ultimately, the IRS didn't order any change to his returns, Nixon said. "This is good
news for people who wonder if presidents are exempt from what the IRS does," Nixon said.29
After the Providence paper leaked Nixon's tax data, pressure mounted for the president to make
a full disclosure of his personal tax returns. In a scathing editorial, The New York Times o ered a
litany of possible wrongdoing by the president. "Only full nancial disclosure could lay these
questions to rest," the editors concluded. "The release of the president's tax returns is the
essential rst step in this process."30
V. The Committee Gets the Job
The White House gradually accepted the need for a public release. By late November, Nixon aides
were promising an imminent disclosure of nancial data, although they were vague about the
president's tax returns.31 On December 4 they went a step further, notifying congressional
leaders that Nixon would ask the JCIRT to examine his tax returns. On December 8 the White
House released voluminous nancial records, including tax returns for every year from 1969 to
1972.32
In making the disclosure of his tax returns, Nixon asked the JCIRT to examine two transactions in
particular: (1) his gift of o cial papers to the National Archives, and (2) the sale of 23 acres at the
president's San Clemente estate. "In order to resolve these questions to the full satisfaction of the
American people," Nixon wrote to JCIRT Chair Wilbur Mills, "I hereby request the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation to examine both of these transactions and to inform me whether,
in its judgement, the items have been correctly reported to the Internal Revenue Service."33
Signi cantly, Nixon promised that he would make good on any past de ciencies. "In the event
that the committee determines what the items were incorrectly reported, I will pay whatever tax
may be due," he wrote.34
That promise would eventually cost Nixon about half his net worth.
The JCIRT agreed to undertake the investigation but decided to conduct a more thorough
examination of Nixon's returns. Focusing on just two items might produce a distorted
assessment, the committee explained. Even more important, the two transactions identi ed by
Nixon were hardly the only ones raising eyebrows. "So many questions have been raised about
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the tax returns of the President for these years," the panel explained in its nal report, "that the
committee believed the general public can only be satis ed by a thorough examination of the
President's taxes."35
Mills, for his part, was notably candid in his initial assessment of the president's tax behavior. "I
think a public o cial who les a tax return has to be holier-than-thou," he told reporters shortly
after the committee began its review. "Frankly, had I been the President's attorney, I would have
advised him not to take the deduction"36 for his donation to the National Archives.
Other insiders were similarly blunt, although usually only on background. The president, said one
tax lawyer speaking to the Baltimore Sun, had "played it close to the line for every last dime." An
unnamed congressman was even more incredulous: "How insensitive and how stupid can you
get?" he fumed.37
Nixon's request to the JCIRT was a gamble. The committee had "a singular reputation for
expertise and integrity," as one newspaper observed, making any sort of preferential (or
deferential) treatment unlikely.38 At the same time, however, the committee's deeply nonpartisan
ethos guaranteed Nixon a fair hearing -- no small thing in such a heated political environment.
Indeed, news coverage of the JCIRT investigation repeatedly stressed the committee's
professionalism and independence. The Los Angeles Times called the panel "the most professional
and nonpartisan on Capitol Hill." The New York Times made the same point in more elaborate
fashion, describing the committee as "a highly unusual gear in the Congressional machinery that
normally runs on politics." Indeed, the Times noted, the JCIRT had the lowest of low pro les: "Its
very existence is not much known outside of Congress and those who carefully follow tax
legislation."39 But that obscurity imparted a degree of independence, making the committee wellsuited for a high-pro le investigation of a politically charged topic.
Perhaps even more important, the politicians who actually served on the JCIRT were famously
hands-o . At the start of the Nixon investigation, committee leaders had reportedly instructed
their sta to work in secret, limiting disclosures even to members of the panel itself. "The reason
the committee did not want to be fully informed was to insure that the investigation be as
independent and non-political as possible," reported the Los Angeles Times.40
VI. Ongoing Debate
As the JCIRT got to work, public debate over Nixon's taxes grew even more intense. With the
returns now publicly available, focus turned to the president's role in their preparation. The White
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House was keen to portray the president as a passive consumer of expert advice when it came to
ling his returns. But news reports suggested otherwise.
Syndicated columnist Jack Anderson reported on White House documents casting Nixon as an
active participant in his tax planning.41 In a 1969 memo from Nixon aide John D. Ehrlichman to his
deputy, Edward L. Morgan (signer of the disputed deed of gift), Nixon came across as anything
but passive. "The President holds the view," Ehrlichman wrote, "that a public man does very little
of a personal nature. Virtually all of his entertainment and activity is related to his 'business.'"
Accordingly, Nixon was keen to identify every possible tax deduction, including such things as
"wedding gifts to congressmen's daughters, owers at funerals, etc."42 Nixon even raised the
possibility of looking to history for inspiration. "He suggests that we might review the returns of
one or more previous Presidents for guidance," Ehrlichman wrote.43
A variety of tax experts also weighed in on Nixon's personal role in the tax scandal. In a highly
publicized interview, former IRS Commissioner Mortimer Caplin raised doubts about the
legitimacy of Nixon's charitable deduction, as well as other aspects of his tax returns. But he
emphasized the broader issues at stake, underscoring the dangers of aggressive tax minimization
by the nation's chief executive. "A President is a moral leader," Caplin said. "He helps establish
the values in our society. He's an example."44
Some commentators mused that the president might face fraud charges, either civil or criminal.
But Louisiana Sen. Russell Long, who had assumed the chair of the JCIRT in January, stated
several times that he did not expect the committee or its sta to address the issue. Other
members of the panel, too, indicated that the nature of the investigation did not allow for
consideration of fraud charges, since witnesses had not testi ed under oath; the committee had
concluded that a sta inquiry did not have the authority to swear witnesses.45
As the JCIRT study neared its conclusion, some o cials began telegraphing its likely conclusions.
Mills, in particular, was notably forthcoming, suggesting that Nixon's tax misdeeds might force
him from o ce.46 Critics assailed Mills's comment, but he stuck to his guns, arguing that the tax
situation would prove bigger than Watergate. "People understand taxes," he said.47
VII. Damage to the IRS
The JCIRT investigation prompted much discussion of the IRS and its abilities. The need for a
congressional inquiry was itself a vote of no-con dence in the agency. Likewise, Nixon's repeated
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insistence that his returns had already been audited did little to encourage faith in the agency,
especially as more details emerged about the president's returns.
Perhaps most embarrassing, Nixon's December nancial release included a slightly obsequious
note from IRS Baltimore District Director William D. Walters to the president. "Our examination of
your income tax returns for the year 1971 and 1972 reveal that they are correct," he wrote in June
1973. "Accordingly, these returns are accepted as led. I want to compliment you on the care
shown in the preparation of the returns."48
IRS critics viewed the JCIRT study as a useful prod. "When the President turned to the Joint
Committee, the IRS roused itself at last and decided to have another look at those returns," one
editorial stated. "It realized, belatedly, that more than Mr. Nixon's net worth was at stake. The
crucial question here was the integrity of the IRS itself."49
But according to then-commissioner Alexander, the IRS had begun a new audit even before
Nixon turned to the JCIRT. "On November 28, 1973, before the Joint Committee commenced its
audit, I told George Shultz, then Secretary of the Treasury, that we were going to reopen the audit
of former President Nixon's 1971 and 1972 returns," he later recalled. Apparently, Alexander had
been moved to action by the same "I am not a crook" press conference that had sparked so much
public debate earlier in the month.50
As related above, Alexander was also on the receiving end of repeated suggestions by Tax
Analysts and Advocates that he nd some way to e ectively audit the president. Indeed, when he
later explained to the House Judiciary Committee why he had initiated the second audit,
Alexander used wording lifted almost verbatim from Field's letter to the IRS in July. As the
Judiciary Committee reported Alexander's testimony: "He said he decided to have the IRS
examine the President's tax returns because the information which had been reported would
have caused the examination of the returns of any other taxpayer."51
Alexander looked over Nixon's returns personally on December 3, ve days before Nixon sent
copies to the JCIRT, along with Deputy Commissioner Raymond F. Harless. The following day,
Alexander met with a full in-house audit team and the Baltimore district director, and on
December 7, the IRS hand-delivered letters to the White House notifying Nixon of the new audit
for his 1970, 1971, and 1972 returns.52 In January 1974 the agency made a public announcement
of its new audit; while generally unable to comment on matters involving a particular taxpayer,
the IRS had been authorized by President Nixon to con rm the existence of the audit.53
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Critics welcomed the IRS move, but it did little to soothe complaints that the agency had been too
credulous during its rst examination. Indeed, Alexander himself reportedly agreed with that
assessment. "Insiders say the commissioner believes the agency goofed the rst time around,"
noted The Wall Street Journal.54
More broadly, the IRS's failure to e ectively audit Nixon's returns contributed to a broader crisis
at the agency. "Not since the early 1950s when major scandals engulfed the IRS and a former
commissioner was imprisoned for fraud has the agency fallen under such a cloud of distrust,"
concluded one reporter.55 The JCIRT investigation was a response to this concern. But it also
served to underscore the agency's failures.
VIII. The Investigation and Report
The JCIRT had hoped to complete the review of Nixon's returns quickly, but it took four months
for the panel to issue its nal report. The process was thorough and time-consuming, involving
approximately 30 interviews with people involved in preparing Nixon's returns. Committee sta
also traveled to both California and New York to investigate transactions reported on the returns.
The resulting document, released on April 4, 1974, was more than 1,000 pages long, including
appendices. It considered numerous issues surrounding Nixon's returns, some large, others quite
small. It would be fair to describe the report as exhaustive, but the committee preferred to simply
call it "extensive."
Either way, the report's central nding was reasonably succinct: Nixon owed the government
$476,431 in unpaid taxes and accrued interest.56 The committee emphasized that its nding did
not constitute a demand for payment of taxes, because JCIRT had no such authority. But given
Nixon's promise to accept the committee's ndings, the proposed adjustment carried substantial
weight, both political and moral.
Proposed Deficiencies in President Nixon's Tax Payments
_____________________________________________________________________________
Deficiency Plus
Year

Proposed Deficiency

Interest

Interest

_____________________________________________________________________________
*

1969

$171,055

$171,055

1970

$93,410

$16,638

$110,048

1971

$89,667

$10,547

$100,214
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1972
Total

$89,890

$5,224

$95,114

$444,022

$32,409

$476,431

_____________________________________________________________________________
FOOTNOTE TO TABLE
*

The committee did not include interest for the 1969 deficiency

because it was a closed tax year and any payment by the president would have
been purely voluntary.
END OF FOOTNOTE TO TABLE

The shortfall in Nixon's tax payments stemmed from several issues, but three stood out: his
charitable deduction for the donation of papers to the National Archives; his failure to report a
capital gain on the sale of acreage at San Clemente; and the deferral of his capital gain
recognition on the sale of his New York City apartment.
A. Papers Donation
On his 1969 return, Nixon had claimed a deduction for the charitable contribution of his personal
papers to the National Archives. The president claimed to have made the gift on March 27, 1969,
nearly four months before the July 25, 1969, e ective date set by TRA 1969 for new, less generous
treatment of those donations. The gift was valued by an independent appraiser at $576,000, and
the return indicated that there "were no restrictions on the gift and that the gift was free and
clear, with no rights remaining in the taxpayer."
A deed of gift, dated March 27, 1969, had been delivered to the General Services Administration
(parent agency of the National Archives) "shortly after" April 10, 1970. The deed was signed by
Morgan, deputy counsel to the president, rather than by Nixon himself.
As a result of this gift, Nixon had claimed a deduction of $95,298 on his 1969 return, consistent
with limits on the annual deduction relative to income. In subsequent years, Nixon carried over
the remainder, taking deductions of $123,959 (1970), $128,668 (1971), and $134,093 (1972);
$93,982 was still available for later deductions.
After an extensive review of this donation -- including many interviews with Nixon's aides,
lawyers, and accountants -- JCIRT sta concluded that the president had not made a valid gift
before the July 25, 1969, deadline. The committee identi ed numerous problems with the deed of
gift. In fact, the deed had not been signed by all parties until April 10, 1970, and was not delivered
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to the National Archives until after that date. Because delivery of the deed was necessary to
convey title, the gift had been made after July 25, 1969.
Further, Morgan did not appear to have authority to sign the deed on the president's behalf. The
deed also imposed many restrictions on the gift, rendering it (in the committee's judgment) a gift
of future interest in tangible property, which would be deductible only once the restrictions had
expired.57
B. San Clemente Real Estate Sale
The JCIRT found that Nixon had failed to report a capital gain of $117,836 on the sale of land
included in his San Clemente estate. The committee rejected Nixon's assertion that he had made
no pro t on the sale, suggesting that he had erroneously allocated costs and depreciation
between various parcels. A capital gain of $117,836 should have been reported on the president's
1970 return.
C. Sale of New York Apartment
The committee found that Nixon had improperly deferred the reporting of his capital gain on the
sale of his New York cooperative apartment. Nixon had claimed that deferral was justi ed,
because he had reinvested the gain in the purchase of a new principal residence (San Clemente);
however, the JCIRT found that Nixon's actual principal residence was not the San Clemente estate
but the White House.
Sta concluded that the president owed tax on a capital gain of $142,912. They also contended
that Nixon's cost basis in the apartment should be reduced by the depreciation and amortization
allowable on the apartment for its use as a place of business. That adjustment would increase the
total gain to $151,848, which should have been reported on Nixon's 1969 tax return.
IX. Reaction to the JCIRT Report
Notably, the JCIRT sta report declined to consider the possibility of fraud or negligence on the
part of either Nixon or his aides. The pending impeachment investigation by the House Judiciary
Committee might eventually require JCIRT members to pass judgment on various charges,
including fraud. "The sta believes that neither the House nor the Senate members of the Joint
Committee would want to have pre-judged any issue which might be brought in any such
proceedings," the report explained.
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Members of the joint committee endorsed the sta report by a vote of 9 to 1, with only
Republican Sen. Carl T. Curtis in dissent. The members released it, along with all supporting
documents, on April 4 -- the same day that the IRS announced it had concluded its second audit
of Nixon's tax returns.
Although the gures were not disclosed at the time, the IRS had found that Nixon owed a similar
but smaller amount than the one suggested by the JCIRT: $432,787. Nixon quickly agreed to pay
the IRS gure but chose not to pay interest on his 1969 de ciency, arguing (as the JCIRT had itself
suggested) that the payment was voluntary since the statute of limitations had run out on the
1969 return. (For the same reason, Nixon might also have avoided paying any part of the 1969
de ciency.58)
JCIRT members commended Nixon for agreeing to pay so readily. But not everyone was
impressed with Nixon's willingness to pay. In comments to The New York Times, Tax Analysts and
Advocates pointed out that any payment on Nixon's 1969 taxes would be deductible on his 1974
tax return as a charitable contribution to the federal government.59 Editors at The Washington
Post, meanwhile, observed that Nixon really had no choice, at least regarding his 1970 and 1971
returns. "Is it necessary to point out that, under American law, paying income taxes is not a
voluntary matter?" the paper asked.60
For its part, the White House was not exactly gracious. Presidential aides complained that the
JCIRT had released its report before allowing the president's lawyers to respond. They insisted
that Nixon's original positions were still "valid and compelling," and pre-release news reports had
suggested that Nixon might challenge the JCIRT ndings. Ultimately, however, Nixon was bound,
at least politically, by his promise in December to abide by the committee's ndings.
Administration o cials were at pains to point out that neither the JCIRT nor the IRS had leveled
fraud charges against the president. In fact, the IRS had announced that it "did not believe any
such assertion was warranted."61 The House Judiciary Committee, however, did consider tax
fraud during its impeachment proceedings, including an article of impeachment stating that
Nixon "knowingly and fraudulently failed to report certain income and claimed deductions in the
year 1969, 1970, 1971, and 1972 on his Federal income tax returns which were not authorized by
law." Eventually, the committee rejected that article.
Meanwhile, White House o cials worked feverishly to shift blame for Nixon's tax troubles from
the president to his subordinates. "Any errors which may have been made in the preparation of
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the President's returns were made by those to whom he delegated the responsibility for
preparing his return and were made without his knowledge and without his approval," the White
House announced.62
The Washington Post felt compelled to challenge that statement, even in its news coverage. "A
person who signs a tax return is responsible for it regardless of who else works on it," the Post
noted in its coverage of the White House statement.63 The editorial page was even more scathing.
"We have never had a President who confessed himself so sublimely unaware of the activities of
his closest associates," the paper argued. "Citizens are left to re ect that, whatever the pressures
of their own business, they are required by law to take responsibility for the tax returns that they
sign."64
X. Conclusion
Nixon's tax scandal is barely a footnote in most historical treatments of his presidency. Watergate
was so lurid as to obscure more pedestrian (and more tedious) misdeeds, like the papers
donation. To the extent that the episode is remembered at all, the outrage is usually directed at
the notion that a president would try to claim a deduction for donating his o cial papers to a
government archive in the rst place. But of course, those donations and associated deductions
were perfectly legal -- and entirely routine -- until the middle of 1969.
Nixon's tax wrongdoing, on the other hand, was anything but legal or routine. The president and
his advisers had led returns based on various falsehoods, especially surrounding the timing of
key events. In fact, several of those involved in preparing the returns were indicted or convicted
for their roles in the episode. Morgan, who played a key role, served four months after pleading
guilty to falsifying documents related to the papers donation.65
At the time, the tax scandal was headline news, and Mills, among others, thought it would prove
the president's undoing. After interviewing the House Ways and Means chair about the tax
scandal, People magazine passed along his prediction: "When an analysis of the President's
returns is made public, Mills said, Mr. Nixon will surely resign."66
The issue, in the eyes of Mills and many others, was the message that Nixon's tax avoidance sent
to American taxpayers. "There are many, many people with a lot less income that have paid more
taxes during these four years than he has, and it galls them a lot," Mills said. "A lot of people say
they'd already be in the penitentiary had they paid no more on their incomes than he barely paid
on his."67
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Indeed, many close observers considered the tax scandal an existential threat to the nation's
revenue system. For a system so heavily dependent on self-assessment, Nixon's willingness to
play fast and loose with the law was deeply threatening.
The failure of the IRS to catch the president was even more worrisome. Since its creation during
the Civil War, the agency has been the focus of recurring complaints about its honesty, integrity,
and capacity. But the Nixon episode posed a particularly serious threat to the agency -- and by
extension the tax system that it administered. By underscoring the agency's susceptibility to
political in uence, the Nixon tax crisis threatened the functioning of the tax system writ large.
Into this dangerous situation stepped the JCIRT. In the fall of 1973, Tax Analysts and Advocates
had suggested the committee as an alternative to the IRS when it called for a new audit of the
president's returns. The panel's reputation for honest, nonpartisan, and deeply expert analysis
seemed perfect for the moment. Eventually, the Nixon administration came to agree; seeking
absolution, the president believed a committee-led investigation o ered the possibility (if not,
perhaps, the likelihood) of absolution. At the very least, its report could bring an end to the
scandal.
Still, not everyone liked the idea of putting the JCIRT in the role of presidential auditor. Caplin told
The Washington Post that the committee's temporary role might be justi able in the current,
exceptional situation. "But in the future this is not a very good practice," the former IRS
commissioner warned. "I think it places an extreme burden on the Committee, which does not
usually involve itself in speci c administrative acts."68
Ultimately, the JCIRT's investigation did what observers (other than the president) hoped that it
would do. Its report contained relatively few surprises; for the most part, it con rmed the rumors,
speculation, and leaked information that had been swirling around the president's tax returns for
nearly a year. But that con rmation was crucial, precisely because the JCIRT was so widely trusted
as an even-handed arbiter.
Such bodies were not easy to nd in 1973 -- or any other period.
Correction, July 24, 2019: An earlier version of this article misstated the years for which President Nixon
released to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation his tax returns. He released his returns
for every year from 1969 to 1972, not 1968 to 1972. Tax Analysts regrets the error.
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